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THIRD EYE ACTIVATION MASTERY 5th EDITION: Proven And Fast Working Techniques To

Increase Awareness And Consciousness NOW !Amazing FREE BONUS Included !Do you want to

become a psychic and have intuitive awareness?Do you want to know how to open your third eye

?Do you want to achieve an incredible third eye activation experience ?No need to look any further !

This book will teach you powerful and proven techniques to increase you awareness and

consciousness beyond your imagination !You also will be able to learn the measures to take if you

find the intuitive awareness you get too powerful to handle. In short, this book not only shows you

how to open your third eye with amazing and proven techniques, but also how to close it. How

great! Being able to control the volume of intuitive information flowing into your systemâ€¦In this book

you will learn:The meaning of the third eye and how to get the third eye working The meaning of the

third eye and how to get the third eye workingCommon techniques used to open your third eye and

how to tell the 3rd eye is actually openUnconventional methods used to open your third eyeWhat it

means to be a psychic and what it means to be a mediumHow to hone your skills either as a

psychic or even as a psychic mediumWhy you need to be selective about the psychic circle that you

joinHow to know you have natural psychic abilities or if you are a natural mediumHow you stand to

benefit from opening your third eyeHow to make money out of your psychic abilitiesHow to reduce

the impact of your third eye How to identify psychic auras in individuals How to tell that a child is an

Indigo Child How to support an Indigo Child while growing up How to create harmony in your living

environment How to improve your third eye using essential oils and crystalsHow to stimulate your

third eye using yoga and other exercisesHow to protect your 3rd eye from blocking  How to tell that

you have succeeded in spiritual awakening And much,much more..Want to find out more

?Download your copy today!
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BUYER BEWARE.I read through the numerous 5-star reviews and noticed something extremely

suspicious. They are almost all the same length, and there's a lot of repetition in the ideas,

punctuation and the wording of the reviews. When I clicked on the authors of the reviews, most of

them have only one or two other reviews and the writing style of those reviews is very different from

the style of the reviews here. And what about the writing style? In most cases, the positive reviews

for this book contain grammatical errors that reveal the writer is not a native English speaker.

Sometimes the reviews contain such bad writing that it's almost impossible to understand them.

Even the longer, more comprehensive reviews reveal a similar problem with the English

language.To be clear: I have nothing against non-native speakers writing reviews in English. In fact,

I say good for them! But in this case, it's different. There's a clear pattern of similarity of errors that

makes the entire batch of reviews suspicious.Then I checked out the 1-star reviews for this book.

These reviews comment on the terrible grammar and spelling of the book and the fact that the

writing is often unintelligible. Very much like the 5-star reviews themselves.It is my never-humble

opinion that NOT ALL -- BUT MANY of these reviews are fakes, probably all written by the same

person, perhaps the author him/herself. In other words, BUYER BEWARE.The saddest part is

recognizing that  now allows this sort of thing to run rampant. I've been an  customer for many years

and have spent a lot of money on this site. I used to rely on the  reviewer process to help me make

decisions regarding purchases, and have written many reviews myself in an attempt to provide

helpful opinions for other consumers. This process has now been sabotaged.

So poorly written that I am finding it difficult to read. It isn't just the grammatical errors, but his/her

points don't make sense and are difficult to follow. I would definitely not recommend purchasing this

book. I bought this book based on user reviews, but like other one star reviewers, am now very



skeptical as to the source and authenticity of those reviews.

This book is pretty much just a mashup of all the basics about crystals, yoga poses, oils etc. Nothing

new to discover here and it doesn't offer anything indepth like the title suggests. People interested in

this type of book are likely those who already schooled in the basics.I ordered this based on its

reviews, but after reading through it, I went back to review the book myself and discovered that only

38 of the 230+ reviews were actually purchased through  (and therefore trustworthy in my opinion).

I learned that my third eye has been opened since I was 12. I have quite a number of not-so-good

experiences with it, so I decided to have it closed. I started researching in the internet and I

stumbled upon this book. I took a chance and downloaded it. So glad to have this as my guide

because I can open and close it now whenever I want. The techniques provided were effective! I

highly recommend this book!.

This is the most comprehensive information I have found about the third eye. A well researched

book and well written , hard work from Jordan shall be appreciated. Third eye concept originates

from India and other Asian countries, where Lord Shiva is said to have a third eye as a symbol of

destruction and there were these Saints who practiced meditation for many year and were able to

open their third eye, which was power beyond this world. There has always been a friction between

science and spirituality.The author has made every possible effort to explain the basics,

experiences you will have on the journey to your third eye opening and benefits and the

responsibilities which come after you have been successful, such as not using it for negative

reasons. The concepts of Telepathy, Clairaudience, Clairvoyance and Clairsentience though in grey

area, but explained. During my visit to India in some of the Ashrams , the preacher told me that

whatever you experience during meditation , shall not be disclosed unless you attain the full

Knowledge(Gyana).Meditation is great anyways and if on the way you find something that can open

the third eye , then you will be able at different levels , seeing the world totally different and with

immense knowledge of present , past and future. But the process is years long , if you are looking to

enhance your spirituality and try towards the third eye opening , start today and continue without fail.

Good Luck!

No mention of author's history or knowledge. As soon as I opened it up to a random page and

glanced over a page, I found a error. This was disturbing to me, since I know so little, but the error I



found, I am sure of, due to many other references by other reputable authors, combined with a

intuition. I have discarded this book.

I have to agree with other reviewers that the reviews for this book are very fake. None are verified

purchases either. I was excited to get this until I saw the reviews. How sad when we can't even rely

on s reviews anymore because of people like this.  needs to start monitoring these a bit more. I

hope potential buyers see the warnings and don't purchase....I certainly won't.
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